each EES (cf. [3, p. 126] ). Of course, if v JL p, then file. Finally, we say that v is S-singular with respect to p, denoted i>Sp, if given ££ §, there exists measurable FEE such that v(E)=v(F) and /x(7")=0. The purpose of this paper is to give a proof of the Lebesgue decomposition theorem as stated in Theorem 2.1. Our statement
is somewhat more general than usual statements (cf. [3, 32 .C]) in that no restrictions are placed on the measures in question. This generality is achieved by using the weaker ^-singularity rather than singularity and by sacrificing uniqueness if the decomposed measure is not cr-finite. In §3 we investigate some of the properties of 5-singularity and give a condition (Theorem 3.3) under which 5-singularity implies singularity.
2. The Lebesgue decomposition theorem. The following lemma will be used implicitly in the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Lemma. Suppose X is a measure on S and 9TC is a subfamily of S such that 911 is closed under countable unions. Define a set function X' on S by X'(£)=LUB{XCEfW): ME'Sfi), for each EE^.
Then:
(1) For each ££S, there exists J17G3TC such that X'(£) =X(£fW).
(2) \'(E) ^X(Tf) for each EE S, and \'(M) =\(M) for each MEW.
(3) X' is a measure on S.
Proof. (1) follows from the fact that 311 is closed under countable unions. (2) follows immediately from (1). To prove (3), we notice that the set functions \M defined by \M(E)=\(EC\M), EES, are measures on S. Moreover, they are increasingly directed in the obvious sense, so that their least upper bound, namely X', is a measure [l, 10.1 ] . A proof of (3) can also be based directly on (1).
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License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use We show that j^Po+pi. Suppose E£S. If vi(E) = °°, then clearly viE) = oo, so that we are done. On the other hand, suppose vi(E) < ».
There exists NEW such that i>i(E)=v(EntN)=i>i(Er\N). In this case, j<i(£-A0=O, so that E-NEWl.
Hence
Now suppose va+vi and v2+v3 are two such decompositions of v. If .EES, we wish to show that v^E) =vziE). Now, by assumption, there exists FXEE such that ViiE) =viiFi) and piFi)=Q, and there exists FZEE such that p3(£) =J»»(/;») and piF3)=0. Letting F= F1VJF3, we have piF)=0, so that v0(F)=0 and f2(F) =0. Hence, ^i(F) =v3(F). It is easy to see that n(E) =vi(F) and v3(E) =v3(F), so that ^i(£) = v3(E), which completes the proof.
vo need not be unique, even if p is a totally finite measure. For, let S be the Borel sets of the unit interval, p be Lebesgue measure on S, and v be counting measure on S. Then v = Q+v and v=p+v are distinct decompositions for v with respect to p. We notice, incidentally, that vSp; but it is false that pSv.
3. On 5-singularity and singularity. We list some properties of 5-singularity, omitting their easy proofs. All of these properties hold if 5-singularity is replaced by singularity. is replaced by singularity. For, let S be the Borel sets of the real line, p be Lebesgue measure on S, and v be counting measure on §. If 7 is a finite subset of the real line, let vi(E) be the number of points in EC\I, for each E£S. The measures vi are increasingly directed in the obvious sense, v = LUB pi, viA-p for each finite 7, but it is false that vl-p. Incidentally, pSvi for each such 7, but it is false that pSv.
In view of property 6 and Theorem 3.1, we may ask the following question.
If va(E)->v(E) for each EE$> and vaSp for each a, does it follow that ^5"? The answer is no, as the following example shows. Let X be the set of ordinals less than the first uncountable ordinal, and let S be the class of countable sets in X and their complements.
If aEX, let va(E) = \ if aEE and 0 otherwise. Let v(E)=0 if E is
countable and 1 otherwise. It is easy to see that va->v under the obvious ordering and that i>aSv for each aEX.
But it is false that vSv. We saw at the end of §2 that vSp does not imply that pSv. We now give a condition under which 5-singularity is symmetric.
Theorem 3.2. If v is a-finite and vSp, then given EES, there exists measurable FEE such that v(E -F)=Q and p(F)=0.
Hence, pSv in this case.
Proof. If v(E) < oo, then the conclusion is obvious. In the general case, we write E = l)En, where v(En) < oo. For each n, choose measur-able F"EEn such that v(En-Fn) =0 and ju(F")=0. If F=\JFn, then M(F)=0 and v(E-F) ^v([}iEn-Fn)) g zZv{En-Fn) =0, so that viE -F)=0. Since /u(£) =piE -F), and viE -F)=0, we have ju5V in this case.
It is easily seen that pJ-yu implies vSp and juSp. However, the converse need not hold. Consider, for example, the space of [3, Exercise 31.9] and let piE) be the number of horizontal lines on which E is full and viE) be the number of vertical lines on which E is full. If there exists locally measurable A such that viEC\A)=Q=piE -A) for each ££S, then A is full on horizontal lines and countable on vertical lines, which is impossible. Hence, it is false that vA.p, although it is easy to see that vSp and pSv.
We now consider a condition under which 5-singularity implies singularity. We shall say that a measure X is strongly a-finile if there exists a disjoint class of measurable sets Fa, X(F")<oo, such that every member of S intersects only a countable number of the Fa, and X(£)= zZ\iEr\Fa).
We refer to the family {Fa} as a class of finite islands for X. Of course, X is necessarily cr-finite.
The following are examples of strongly cr-finite measures: 1. Any finite measure. 2. Any cr-finite measure on a er-algebra. 3. Any cr-finite measure X such that X<3C/i, where ju is a strongly cr-finite measure.
4. The sum of any two strongly er-finite measures. 
